SECTION - I

3 – Business Process Outsourcing
4 – Rama wants to **buy** a flat by selling his house,
5 – guy
6 – headmaster
7 – criteria
8 – announcement
9 – give up
10 - a) pro-file(2) / b) glum(1) / c) in-ter-nal(3),
11 – waste
12 - a) Life is beautiful.*
     b) We live in India.*
     c) The match was broadcasted lively.*
13 – He got **punishment** for his disobedience.
14 – Shakespeare did not know Latin. He did not know Greek.

SECTION - II
15 – he would have scored more marks
16 – SVA
17 – doesn’t it
18 – so fertile as
19 – We shall always be grateful to you
20 – In the event of
21 – to buy
22 – to flattery
23 – a
24 – against

25. The boy is too short to climb the tree*.
26. The Chief Guest distributed the prizes to the winners and they thanked him.
27. The Headmaster said to us, “Switch off the fans when you leave the class.”
28. If Sita studies well, she will pass the exam.
29. Punitha is taller than Chandra.*

30. Mother said to her, “Don’t play with fire.”

SECTION - III
31 to 38 – Refer ‘WAY TO SUCCESS’ Guide
39. Refer Text Book or “WAY TO SUCCESS.”

SECTION - IV
40. The millionaire is the creature.
41. The woman is singing in the evening time.
42. Dwarfs or Guards of gold in underground.
43. ‘Distant spills’ is meant by waterbodies in the distant lands.
44. 10 years make a decade.
45. clamour – glamour.
46. Mirror-moods
47. abab.
48. Personification.
49. Simile
50. Refer ‘WAY TO SUCCESS’ Guide

SECTION - V
51. a) The poison of the black widow spider causes unbearable pain. It stiffens the muscles of the abdomen and causes death to some of the victims.
   b) Malaria, yellow fever and sleeping sickness are the diseases caused by mosquitoes.
   c) The mosquitoes pick up the germs and pass them on the people they bite.
   d) Flies play a part in spreading diseases such as cholera, dysentery and typhoid fever.
   e) It is necessary to keep our surroundings clean because all insects which carry germs and spread diseases live and breed only in dirty places.

52. a) The elephant is the largest living animal on land.
   b) Neither Senthil nor Sree (is/was) available.
   c) **Though** he is ill, he is present. / He is ill but he is present.
   d) I prefer milk to tea.
   e) Stephen drives as rashly as Rafi.

53. a) I see a forest/ trees/ sun in this picture.*
   b) I see trees without leaves during autumn season.*
   c) It may be the end of autumn season or post autumn season. / They may be evergreen trees. / Few trees will not shed their leaves during that season. *
   d) By planting more trees/ By advising people not to cut down trees*.
   e) I would take the sun away and add leaves to the trees*.

* more than one answer.
1. i) Judas Iscariot   ii) his masterpiece iii) a gaunt and tattered figure iv) for wine v) the child Jesus
2. i) Shelly     ii) Hubert iii) Kumar's father iv) Celine v) Rob’s neighbor
3. a) a wall painting b) a song sung by neighbours c) a bike d) a small town in France e) a clever little boy
4. i) two ii) Frisbee and football iii) a plastic pipe iv) thieves and robbers v) twelve years old
5. (i) Serge was a 43 years old Council worker and Celine was a his wife with 32 years of age. (ii) They spent most of their lives in Lunel. (iii) They had stepped out their home because it was invaded by water. (iv) Celine stepped over a low hedge. (v) Celine fell down into a manhole and she had disappeared below the water.
6. i) II world war.  ii) Piano. iii) for his mother. iv) obsessed with the piano. v) accomplished pianist.
7. Refer Way to Success Guide
8. Notes* 
   Butterflies
   Summary
   Butterflies are about 50,000 different kinds. The feelers help the butterfly to find its way. The tube mouth helps it to suck nectar. The life cycle of butterfly is egg, larva, pupa and adult. Its life span is very short.
Bookseller: What is the problem?*
Bookseller: When did you buy the book ?
Bookseller: Did you bring the bill?
Customer: Please give the new book.
10. *Mother: Hai Hashini, Are you tired?
Daughter: Yes, Ma! Please give me some tea?
Mother : (after serving tea) How is your first day in School?
Daughter: Ma! I really enjoy it. I have many friends today.
Mother : How are your teachers?
Daughter: They are very loveable and kind, Ma!
Mother : Are you supplied with new books?
Daughter : Yes, Ma!
Mother : Do you have any home work today?
Daughter : We are asked to write multiplication table. Ma!.
Mother : O.K. Refresh and do your work after play.
11. *I am fine. How are you and all? Our class teacher has arranged an excursion on next Friday to Ooty. Many of my friends have joined in it. I also want to join it. Please give me permission and send Rs.1000/- only for my expenses.
   Convey my regards to all.
*12.a
13. (a) **Delhi. April 2**: Indian Prime Minister Mr. Manmohan Singh is going to inaugurate National games next week. Sportspersons from 25 states will participate in it.

(b) **Delhi. April 2**: A Business campaign was launched in China. Our Indian Finance Minister was invited to the function.

(c) **Delhi. April 2**: Indian Scientist Dr. Arivalagan discovered a new planet. He named it ‘RISHI’

(d) **Agra. April 2**: Thirty Child labourers were rescued from a chemical factory in Agra. The police arrested its owner.

(e) **Chennai. April 2**: Mobile phones were banned in schools in Tamilnadu. Educational Secretary announced this news to media.

14. i) Lorries   ii) True   iii) Vans   iv) less than the number of cars   v) four

15. (a) **Global Warming**
Temperature increases year by year which results season changes. So Monsoon fails. There is very low rainfall now a days. Due to global warming, the glaciers from polar region melt rapidly. So the sea level increases. It leads to the submergence of landmass in future. We are cutting trees mindlessly. We should stop this. We should save the forest. We should develop more social forests to cool the earth.

**SAVE FOREST AND SAVE EARTH**

**OR**

(b) **SPORTS**
We know ‘Sound mind in a sound body’. We give more importance to study than sports. But sports is necessary. It shapes our shape personality. All study and no play will make one a dull. Sports trains one to face any problem in his life. It develops leadership quality and cooperation with others. It keeps one’s good health and discipline.

**HEALTH IS WEALTH.**

16. a) Flawless writing flows   b) For extra mile and smile   c) No more summer, chillers are here   d) Fixes everything except broken hearts   e) Technology at your door step

17. Route to Appolo Hospital

1. Go straight along the T.K.Road
2. Turn Right
3. Go straight along the 1st Main Road.
   Walk Past SBI Bank
4. Reach New Bus stand Road.
5. Don’t turn left or right. Go straight.
6. Within few minutes walk, you will find the Appolo Hospital on your left side
   It is opposite to Scan Centre.

18. (i) plump little girl   (ii) the meadows   (iii) any clothes   (iv) had no feather   (v) sunny

19. (a) **Warning**: Passive smoking may cause cancer. Smoking in public places is injurious to the health of others too.
Avoiding smoking is good for all.

**OR**

(b) The Picture shows schoolbus carrying students. There are more students in the bus. It is dangerous to carry overload. And the students are peeping out through the windows of the bus. It is not safe. The conductor should regulate the students. We should obey traffic rules.

* more than one answer.